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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Exosomes have been suggested as promising
biomarkers in NSCLC because they contain proteins from
their originating cells and are readily available in plasma. In
this study, we explored the potential of exosome protein
profiling in diagnosing lung cancers of all stages and various
histological subtypes in patients.

Methods: Plasma was isolated from 581 patients (431 with
lung cancer and 150 controls). The extracellular vesicle
array was used to phenotype exosomes. The extracellular
vesicle array contained 49 antibodies for capturing exo-
somes. Subsequently, a cocktail of biotin-conjugated CD9,
CD81, and CD63 antibodies was used to detect and visualize
captured exosomes. Multimarker models were made by
combining two or more markers. The optimal multimarker
model was evaluated by area under the curve (AUC) and
random forests analysis.

Results: The markers CD151, CD171, and tetraspanin 8
were the strongest separators of patients with cancer of all
histological subtypes versus patients without cancer
(CD151: AUC ¼ 0.68, p ¼ 0.0002; CD171: AUC ¼ 0.60, p ¼
0.0002; and TSPAN8: AUC ¼ 0.60, p ¼ 0.0002). The multi-
marker models with the largest AUC in the cohort of patients
with all lung cancer histological subtypes and in the cohort of
patients with adenocarcinoma only covered 10 markers (all
cancer: AUC ¼ 0.74 [95% confidence interval: 0.70–0.80];
adenocarcinoma only: AUC¼ 0.76 [95% confidence interval:
0.70–0.83]). In squamous cell cancer and SCLC, multimarker
models did not exceed CD151 as an individual marker in
separating patients with cancer from controls.

Conclusion: We have demonstrated exosome protein
profiling to be a promising diagnostic tool in lung cancer
independently of stage and histological subtype. Multimarker
models could make a fair separation of patients, demon-
strating the perspectives of exosome protein profiling as a
biomarker.

� 2016 International Association for the Study of Lung
Cancer. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Lung cancer is the main cause of cancer-related death

worldwide.1 Several factors are associated with the poor
outcome of patients with lung cancer. One factor is the lack
of effective therapies. Another is the late diagnosis, because
survival rates drop dramatically from early to late stages.2

Today, standard diagnostic procedures include computed
axial tomography scan, positron emission tomography
scan, endoscopic bronchial ultrasound–guided/esophagus
ultrasound–guided transbronchial needle aspiration and/
or transthoracic biopsy.3 And yet, diagnosing can be chal-
lenging. The computed axial tomography scan is a very
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sensitive tool but it has a low specificity, giving a high
number of false positives.4 Cytological specimens are the
most used diagnostic samples but they not always
obtainable, just as there is a risk of complications after a
transthoracic biopsy of up to 15%.5 Noninvasive or mini-
mally invasive supplements to the diagnostic workup in
lung cancer are an unmet clinical need.

Exosomes are defined as small vesicles (diameter 30–
100 nm) derived from the multivesicular bodies and
released by exocytosis.6,7 Exosomes can carry cargo from
their originating cell as functional messenger RNA,
microRNA, or proteins.8,9 Exosomes are released from
cells to their surroundings and may play a role in
intercellular communication.10 They can be purified
from several body fluids and thus, the biomarker po-
tential of exosomes is intriguing. In the blood of patients
with cancer, exosomes are found in a higher concentra-
tion than in matched control patients.11–14 As a diag-
nostic marker, exosomes have been evaluated in several
cancers, such as melanoma and ovarian, prostate, and
cervical cancers.13,15–19 Only a few smaller studies have
explored the potential of exosomes as diagnostic bio-
markers in NSCLC adenocarcinoma (AC).12,20,21 So far,
membrane proteins such as CD91, CD317, and EGFR, as
well as a panel of 12 microRNAs, have been shown to be
potential exosomal markers of NSCLC.9,12,20,22 In a
feasibility study by our group, we found that an adjusted
protein microarray, the extracellular vesicle (EV) array,
could be used for profiling exosomes in advanced-stage
NSCLC ACs on the basis of their surface proteins.21 The
EV array captures extracellular vesicles fitting the
description of exosomes being vesicles expressing CD9,
CD63, and/or CD81 and having a size of 30 nm to 100
nm. Though exosome protein profiling appears prom-
ising, whether it is a robust diagnostic tool in AC of all
stages has yet to be evaluated, just as whether a lung
cancer–specific profile can be found in other NSCLC
histological subclasses or in SCLC is unsettled.

Here, we set out to evaluate protein profiling of
exosomes in lung cancer of all stages and histological
subclasses and to explore the diagnostic potential of this
technique in a clinical setting.
Materials and Methods
Patients and Plasma Samples

Prospectively, 1739 patients referred to the Depart-
ment of Pulmonary Medicine because of suspected lung
cancer were recruited from April 2011 until September
2014. Patients with NSCLC and SCLC were defined the
lung cancer cohort and were used in this study (Fig. 1).
As a reference cohort, 150 patients who had clinical
features (age, smoking history, and clinical symptoms, as
well as symptoms leading to suspicion of lung cancer)
resembling those of patients with lung cancer but did not
actually have lung cancer were included consecutively.
Patients with other kinds of cancer were excluded. At
time of inclusion, clinicopathological characteristics
were collected. Blood samples (ethylenediaminetetra-
acetic acid plasma) were collected before any diagnostic
workup was done and used in this study. The blood
samples were spun (1400 g for 15 minutes) to isolate
plasma. After isolation, the plasma was stored at –80�C.

All patients gave informed written consent before
inclusion, and the Central Denmark Region Committees
on Biomedical Research Ethics approved the study
(M-20100246).
Exosome Protein Profiling Using the EV Array
Production of the Microarray. Antibodies were printed
on epoxy-coated slides (75.6 � 25.0 mm; SCHOTT Nex-
terion, Lyngby, Denmark) using a SpotBot Extreme
Protein Edition Microarray Printer with a 946MP4 pin
(ArrayIt Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA). Biotinylated hu-
man immunoglobulin G (100 mg/mL) was used as pos-
itive control and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with
5% glycerol was used as negative control. After printing,
the slides were left to dry at room temperature over-
night before further analysis.

Antibodies for Production of the EV Array. A total of
49 antihuman antibodies, including the following, were
used with the corresponding clone, if available: carbonic
anhydrase 9 (2D3), CD146 (P1H12), CD147, claudin1,
flotillin-1, heparin binding EGF like growth factor (4G10),
erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase 3 (2F9), erb-b2 receptor
tyrosine kinase 4 (H4.77.16), heat shock protein 90
(IGF1), LDL receptor related protein 1 (8G1), N-cadherin
(8C11), p53 (pAb240), sTn, tumor-associated glycopro-
tein 72 (0.N.561), and tumor susceptibility 101(5B7)
(Abcam, Cambridge, MA); surfactant protein D (VIF11)
(Acris Antibodies GmbH, Herford, Germany); EGFR and
EGFRvIII (Antibodies-online.com); Alix (3A9) and CD63
(MEM-259) (Biolegend, San Diego, CA); erb-b2 receptor
tyrosine kinase (29D8) (Cell Signaling Technology, Dan-
vers, MA); CD9 and CD81 (LifeSpan BioSciences, Seattle,
WA); surfactant protein antibody (6F10) (Novus Bi-
ologicals, Littleton, CO); carbonic anhydrase 12 (315),
CD13 (498001), CD14 (50040), CD37 (424), CD82 (423),
CD142 (323514), CD151 (210127), CD206, carcinoem-
bryonic antigen (487609), mucin 1 cell surface associated
(604804), tumor necrosis factor receptor 1, tumor ne-
crosis factor receptor 2, and tetraspanin 8 (TSPAN8)
(458811) (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN); amphir-
egulin (S-13), EpCam (0.N.277), 78 kDa glucose-regulated
protein (N-20), Mucin16 (X306), New York esophageal
squamous cell carcinoma-1 (E978), and leucyl cystidyl

http://Antibodies-online.com
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Figure 1. Flowchart describing the patient selection.
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aminopeptidase (8B6) (Santa Cruz Biotechnologies, Dal-
las, TX); CD171 Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA); c
cellular mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition factor
(016) and programmed death ligand 1 (Sino Biological
Inc., Beijing, People’s Republic of China); CD163 (Mac2-
158) (Trillium Diagnostics, Bangor, ME); CD56(BD Bio-
sciences, San Jose, CA); and CD276 (Sdix, Newark, DE).

All antibodies were diluted with PBS with 5% glyc-
erol and printed in triplicates at 200 mg/mL.
Exosome Catching and Visualization. Preparation of
the EV arraywas done as described by Jørgensen et al.23 In
short, the microarray slides were blocked (50 mM etha-
nolamine, 100 mM Tris, and 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate
[pH 9.0]) before incubation with 10 mL unpurified plasma
sample diluted (1:10) in wash buffer (0.05% Tween20
[Sigma-Aldrich] in PBS). The microarray slides were incu-
bated in Multi-Well Hybridization Cassettes (ArrayIt Cor-
poration) at room temperature for 2 hours followed by
overnight incubation at 4�C. After a wash, the slides were
incubated with biotinylated detection antibodies (anti-
human CD9, antihuman CD63, and antihuman CD81, Life-
Span BioSciences) diluted 1:1500 in wash buffer. After
washing, incubation for 30 min with cyanine 5–labeled
streptavidin (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) diluted
1:1500 inwash bufferwas carried out for detection. Before
scanning, the slides were washed in wash buffer followed
by MilliQ water and dried using a Microarray High-Speed
Centrifuge (ArrayIt Corporation). Scanning and spot
detection were performed as previously described.23
Statistics
Data. Each antibody was printed in triplicate and the
mean of the total signal was used to estimate the signal
intensity. To exclude samples of low quality, the positive-
to-negative ratio was calculated as (Positive – Negative)/
Positive. If the positive-to-negative ratio was less than
0.98, the sample was excluded. To evaluate each tripli-
cate, the coefficient of variance was calculated. If the
coefficient of variance was greater than 0.3, the triplicate
was excluded. The signal intensity of a given antibody
was calculated by subtracting the mean of the negative
triplicate (PBS spot). To evaluate the protein density
on the exosomes, a normalization of each spot signal
was made. The capture antibodies, CD9, CD81, and CD63,
were evaluated as normalization factors. Because CD63



Table 1. Patient’s Clinical and Pathological Characteristics

Characteristic

Cancer (n ¼ 336)

No Cancer
(n ¼ 126) p Value

Adenocarcinoma
(n ¼ 199)

Squamous Cell
(n ¼ 71)

SCLC
(n ¼ 57)

Other
(n ¼ 9)

Sex (males to females) 91:108 52:19 29:28 3:6 61:65 0.52
Median age (range) 67.7

(39–89)
69.6
(40–86)

68.6
(52–83)

63.0
(22–90)

64.5
(22–90)

0.0001

Smoking, n (%)a

Former 127 (64) 49 (69) 36 (63) 1 (11) 86 (68) 0.37
Active 68 (34) 21 (30) 20 (35) 8 (89) 39 (31)
Missing 3 (2) 1 (1) 1 (2) 0 (0) 1 (1)

Stage, n (%)
I 44 (22) 22 (31) 3 (5) 4 (44)
II 11 (5) 11 (15) 3 (5) 1 (11)
III 47 (24) 26 (35) 13 (23) 1 (11)
IV 97 (49) 12 (17) 38 (67) 3 (33)

Note: The p value refers to chi-square or Student’s t test testing homogeneity of sex, age, or smoking status.
aSmoking status is based on self-reported information.
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was expressed in only 379 of 472 samples, it was not
considered valid as a normalization factor. CD9 and
CD81 were expressed in 468 and 466 samples, respec-
tively. The geometric mean of the two was used as
normalization factor. For each antibody, the signal in-
tensity was divided by the geometric mean of CD9 and
CD81 before further analysis. Before area under the
curve (AUC) analysis, data were log2-transformed.

Statistical Analysis. Clinical characteristics were
compared by the Pearson chi-square test or Student’s t test.
Differences between groups were assessed by the Mann-
Whitney rank sum test. All p values were two sided. To
adjust formultiple comparisons, Bonferroni correctionwas
applied and only p values less than 0.001 were considered
significant (a ¼ 0.05/49 exosomal markers ¼ 0.001).
Missing values were replaced by the minimum value. Uni-
variate receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and AUC
were estimated, and a 95% confidence interval (CI) was
calculated using 500 bootstrapping. In multivariate anal-
ysis, random forestswas used for classification, ROC curves
and AUC was made by Monte Carlo-cross validation by
using balanced subsampling. Two-thirds of the samples
were used as a test cohort and validated in the last third of
the samples. To avoid positive overestimations, the proce-
dure was repeated 500 times. AUC and ROC curves were
compared by the algorithm developed by Hanley et al.24

Statistical analyses were carried out in STATA software,
version 13 (StataCorp, Dallas, TX), and ROCCET software,
version 3.0 (TMIC, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada).25

Results
Patient Characteristics

In this study, 581 patients were included and 463
were eligible for analysis: 336 with lung cancer and 127
without cancer (see Fig. 1). Their clinical and patholog-
ical characteristics are described in Table 1. There was a
similar distribution of clinical characteristics in the two
groups; however, patients with advanced-stage squa-
mous cell carcinoma (SCC) were underrepresented, with
only 17% stage IV patients as compared with 45%
expected.2
Exosomal Markers
Rank Sum. Univariate analysis of each marker was
performed by comparing the reference cohort with the
entire lung cancer cohort and with the AC, SCC, and SCLC
subgroups, respectively. When the entire cancer cohort
was compared with the reference cohort, several
markers were deregulated in the patients with cancer
compared with in those without cancer. After Bonferroni
correction, however, only three markers were found to
be significantly up-regulated in the cancer cohort (p �
0.001): CD151 (p < 0.00001), CD171 (p ¼ 0.0003), and
TSPAN8 (p ¼ 0.001) (Table 2 and Fig. 2). CD151, CD171,
and TSPAN8 were also up-regulated in the AC subgroup,
although for TSPAN8 the upregulation was not signifi-
cant (p ¼ 0.002) as opposed to for CD151 (p ¼ 0.00001)
and CD171 (p ¼ 0.00001). In SCC, CD151 and TSPAN8
were the only markers with a significant upregulation
in the cancer group: CD151 (p < 0.00001) and
TSPAN8 (p ¼ 0.0005), whereas in SCLC, CD151 was the
only marker significantly up-regulated (p < 0.00001)
(see Fig. 2).

To evaluate whether the individual markers were
affected by increasing stage, each group of patients with
cancer was repeatedly split into two, comparing high
stages to low stages (I versus II, III, and IV; I, II versus III,
IV, and I, II, and III versus IV) (Table 3). In AC and SCLC,
no marker was significantly increased or decreased with



Table 2. Exosomal Proteins as Individual Diagnostic Biomarkers

Markers

All Cancer AC SCC SCLC

p Valuea AUC p Valueb p Valuea AUC p Valueb p Valuea AUC p Valueb p Valuea AUC p Valueb

CD151 0.00001 0.68 0.0002 0.00001 0.68 0.0008 0.00001 0.69 0.001 0.00001 0.71 0.0002
CD171 0.0003 0.61 0.0002 0.00001 0.63 0.00002 ns 0.57 ns ns 0.54 ns
TSPAN8 0.001 0.60 0.0002 0.002 0.60 0.0004 0.0005 0.61 0.003 ns 0.58 ns
HER2 0.003 0.58 0.003 0.006 0.58 0.006 0.02 0.59 0.04 ns 0.57 ns
Flotilinc 0.004 0.58 0.003 0.003 0.59 0.002 ns 0.54 ns 0.03 0.59 0.05
SFTPD 0.008 0.58 0.004 0.02 0.57 0.007 0.05 0.58 ns ns 0.57 ns
NY-ESO-1c 0.009 0.57 0.01 0.01 0.58 0.02 ns 0.56 ns ns 0.58 0.09d

CD9 0.01 0.57 ns ns 0.56 ns 0.005 0.61 ns ns 0.57 ns
CD81c 0.01 0.57 ns ns 0.56 ns 0.005 0.57 ns ns 0.57 ns
CD82c 0.02 0.57 ns 0.005 0.59 0.009 ns 0.57 ns ns 0.50 ns
Mucin16c 0.02 0.53 0.03 0.01 0.54 0.02 ns 0.52 ns ns 0.54 ns
EGFRvIII 0.03 0.56 0.05 ns 0.55 ns ns 0.56 ns ns 0.57 ns
PLAPc 0.03 0.56 ns 0.03 0.57 0.05 ns 0.53 ns ns 0.55 ns
CD142 ns 0.55 0.03 ns 0.54 ns 0.02 0.60 0.008 ns 0.55 ns
CD206 ns 0.55 ns 0.04 0.57 ns ns 0.52 ns ns 0.52 ns
CEA ns 0.55 ns ns 0.54 ns 0.009 0.60 0.03 ns 0.50 ns
CAIX ns 0.52 ns ns 0.53 ns ns 0.52 ns ns 0.55 0.09d

CD56 ns 0.52 ns ns 0.50 ns ns 0.53 ns ns 0.55 0.01

Note: Markers with an AUC p value less than 0.05 were included in building a multimarker model.
aOutcome of the nonparametric t test comparing the groups with and without cancer.
bOutcome of the receiver operating characteristic curve analysis comparing the cancer groups with the reference group without cancer.
cElevated in patients without cancer.
dIncluded in building a multimarker-model in SCLC.
AC, adenocarcinoma; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; ns, not significant (p>0.05); TSPAN8, tetraspanin 8; HER2, erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase 2; SFTPD,
surfactant protein D; NY-ESO-1, New York esophageal squamous cell-1; EGFRvIII, type III EGFR mutation; PLAP, leucyl cystidyl aminopeptidase; CEA, carci-
noembryonic antigen; CAIX, carbonic anhydrase 9.
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advancing stage. In SCC, carbonic anhydrase 9 was
significantly higher in stage I compared with in higher
stages and a trend toward a down-regulation with
increasing stage was shown when stage I and II were
compared with stage III and IV. CD9 and CD81 were
lower in the 12 patients with stage IV compared with in
the 58 patients with lower stages, but this difference was
not significant (p ¼ 0.003). Furthermore, no difference
was seen upon comparison of high and low stage with
groups of equal numbers (stages I and II versus stages III
and IV or stage I versus stages II, III, and IV). For tumor-
associated glycoprotein 72, a strong tendency of lower
levels in the low stages was found in AC upon compar-
ison of stage I, II versus stage III, IV. Although not as
strong, this tendency was confirmed upon comparison
stage I versus stage II, III and IV.

AUC. To test whether the individual markers were able
to separate the groups with the different cancers from
the group without cancer, ROC curves and AUC were
calculated for each marker individually (see Table 2). In
the entire cancer cohort, CD151, CD171, and TSPAN8
could significantly separate the groups (CD151: AUC ¼
0.68, p ¼ 0.0002; CD171: AUC ¼ 0.60, p ¼ 0.0002;
TSPAN8: AUC ¼ 0.60, p ¼ 0.0002). In the AC subgroup,
CD171 and TSPAN8 were able to separate the groups
(CD171: AUC ¼ 0.63, p ¼ 0.00002; TSPAN8: AUC ¼
0.60, p ¼ 0.001), whereas CD151 showed a trend to-
ward significant separation (AUC ¼ 0.67, p ¼ 0.006). In
the SCC and SCLC groups, CD151 was the only single
marker that significantly separated the groups (SCC:
AUC ¼ 0.69, p < 0.0005: SCLC: AUC ¼ 0.71, p ¼
0.0001).

Multimarker Models. Multimarker models were made
to evaluate whether a combination of markers could
optimize the separation of the groups with cancer versus
the group without cancer. On the basis of the AUC,
markers with an individual ability to separate the groups
(p < 0.05) were included (Table 2). In the entire cancer
cohort as well as in the AC subgroup, 10 markers were
included (Fig. 3A and B). The model with the largest AUC
included all 10 markers (all cancers: AUC ¼ 0.74 [95%
CI: 0.70–0.80]; AC: AUC ¼ 0.76 [95% CI: 0.70–0.83]). The
accuracy of placing the patients in the correct group
was 72% for the AC subgroup (sensitivity 0.72, speci-
ficity 0.72) and 68% for the entire cancer cohort
(sensitivity 0.71, specificity 0.69). For AC, an increase in
AUC with increasing number of markers was observed
(Fig. 3C). Although the 10-marker model had the largest
AUC, the difference between the eight-, nine-, and
10-marker models was not significant, indicating that the
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eight-marker model may be as strong a diagnostic tool as
the 10-marker model.

In SCC, on the basis of themarkers’ individual ability to
separate cancer from noncancer, only five markers were
included in the analyses (see Fig. 3C). Althoughminimally,
as was seen in AC, the AUC increased with increasing
numbers of markers, yet the difference between the AUS
in the two-marker model and the five-marker model was
not significant (p ¼ 0.25). The AUC of the five-marker
model was only just exceeding the AUC of CD151 as an
individual marker (five markers: AUC ¼ 0.70 [95% CI:
0.62–0.78]; CD151: AUC¼ 0.69 [95% CI 0.62–0.76]), with
no difference between the two (p ¼ 0.94). In SCLC, only
two markers had an effect when analyzed individually in
separating cancer from noncancer. Therefore, additional
markers were included (p < 0.10); this allowed a total of
five markers to be included in the model. As opposed to
what was observed in AC and SCC, the AUC did not in-
crease with the number of markers (Fig. 3D). In fact, none
of the multimarker models exceeded CD151 as an indi-
vidual diagnostic marker in SCLC (five-marker model:
AUC ¼ 0.65 [95% CI: 0.55–0.73], accuracy 60%; CD151:
AUC ¼ 0.71 [95% CI: 0.62–0.79)], accuracy 64% [sensi-
tivity 0.60, specificity 0.75]). In all cancer groups, the
importance of each marker was estimated for every
multimarker model. The most important marker was
CD151, with an average importance markedly exceeding
that of all other markers (see Fig. 3A–D). Lastly, to test
whether the multimarker models could be further opti-
mized, the inclusion of markers with no significant AUC
when analyzed individually was tested. This demon-
strated that there was no additional effect by including
further markers (data not shown).
Discussion
Exosomes play an important role in intercellular

communication and in cancer; exosomes has been
associated with growth and survival of tumor cells,
preparation of a premetastatic niche, drug resistance,
and angiogenesis.26–29 Exosomes contain enriched
amounts of cell-specific markers, especially those of
endosomal origin such as the tetraspanins CD9, CD81,
and CD63, and therefore, attention has been focused on
exosomes as possible biomarkers in cancer. In AC,
studies have shown exosomes in the blood to be a po-
tential diagnostic tool.9,12,20,22 In a feasibility study, we
explored use of the EV array in which catching and
detection of the exosomes is performed in parallel in
unpurified starting material. In a selected group of pa-
tients with advanced-stage AC, we found the EV array to
be promising as a diagnostic tool.21 In this prospective
study, we evaluated exosome protein profiling in pa-
tients in whom lung cancer was suspected on the basis of
their clinical symptoms. This allowed us to include
nonselected patients with lung cancer not only from the
group with AC but also from all subgroups and stages.
Furthermore, patients with no cancer but with other
lung symptomatic diseases were used as a control group,
as a result of which we are the first to evaluate exosomes
in a setting that truly reflects the clinic. Most impor-
tantly, we found significantly higher levels of the tetra-
spanins CD151 and TSPAN8 and the cell adhesion
molecule CD171 in cancer than in noncancer. However,
in SCLC, only CD151 was significantly up-regulated in
patients with cancer. Our results are consistent with
earlier studies in which CD151, TSPAN8, and CD171



Table 3. Variation in Exosomal Proteins by Stage

Markers

Adenocarcinoma Squamous SCLC

I, II, III
vs.
IV

I, II
vs.
III, IV

I
vs.
II, III, IV

I, II, III
vs.
IV

I, II
vs.
III, IV

I
vs.
II, III, IV

I, II, III
vs.
IV

Low (n)
vs.
high (n)

104
vs.
100

72
vs.
132

61
vs.
143

58
vs.
12

33
vs.
37

22
vs.
48

17
vs.
38

CD151 ns ns ns ns ns a ns
CD171 a ns ns ns ns ns ns
HER2 a ns ns ns ns ns ns
CD9 ns ns ns b ns ns ns
CD81 ns ns ns b ns ns ns
CD82 ns a ns ns ns ns ns
Mucin16 a ns ns ns ns ns ns
CEA ns ns ns ns ns a ns
CD37 ns a a ns ns ns ns
Claudin1 a a ns ns ns ns ns
CAIX ns a ns ns ns ns ns
CAXII ns ns ns ns a c ns
TSG101 ns a ns ns ns ns a

HER3 ns ns ns ns ns ns a

TNFRI ns ns ns ns ns a ns
p53 ns ns ns ns ns a a

TAG72 a b ns ns ns a ns

Note: High versus low stages compared by Wilcoxon rank sum test. Because of low number of patients with limited disease in SCLC, a comparison of stages I, II,
and III versus stage IV is the only one demonstrated.
ap < 0.05.
bp < 0.005.
cp < 0.001.
ns, not significant (p>0.05); HER2, erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase 2; CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CAIX, carbonic anhydrase 9; CAXII, carbonic anhydrase
12; TSG101, tumor susceptibility 101; HER3, erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase 3; TNFRI, TNF receptor superfamily member 1A; p 53, tumor protein p53; TAG72,
tumor-associated glycoprotein 72.
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were evaluated in NSCLC tumor samples by immuno-
histochemistry.30–32 Here, high levels of CD151 were
associated with aggressiveness of the cancer. Further-
more, in vitro studies have found exosomal CD151 along
with exosomal TSPAN8 to be closely correlated with
initiation of metastatic behavior owing to their ability to
modulate the extracellular matrix in addition to modu-
lating or stabilizing associated molecules.33 CD171 has
been associated with epithelial-mesenchymal transition,
metastasis, and poor prognosis in patients with lung
cancer.32,34 In a study by Ueda et al.,22 exosomal protein
profiling was evaluated as a diagnostic tool in serum
from 165 patients with lung cancer (119 with AC and 46
with SCC) compared with in serum from 64 normal
controls and 29 patients with interstitial pneumonia. As
opposed to our findings, they found CD91 (LRP1) to be a
diagnostic marker of AC but not SCC. The difference
could be explained by the choice of controls because we
did not include healthy controls in our study.

To our surprise, the vast majority of the exosomal
proteins did not differ between stages. Our findings
could be explained by the aggressiveness of lung cancer,
in which 5-year survival rates in the low stages are as
low as 50%,2 indicating an aggressive cancer already in
the low stages. It is likely that exosomes are released to
promote tumor growth, survival, and preparation of
premetastatic niches independently of stage. In their
study, Ueda et al.22 did not find any difference in CD91
between stages either. In SCC, CD9 and CD81 are not
significantly down-regulated in stage IV compared with
in stages I to III, although because of the low number of
patients with advanced stage in our study, it is ques-
tionable whether this tendency is valid in a stage-
balanced SCC cohort. Furthermore, when the SCC
cohort was split in all other combinations (stage I and II
versus stage III and IV or stage I versus stage II, III, and
IV) there were no tendencies of difference between
groups.

We have demonstrated with multimarker models that
exosome protein profiles are able to detect patients with
lung cancer with an accuracy of 68% (72% in the case of
AC and 64% in the case of SCC). For AC, the separation
with an AUC of 0.76 is considered fair and shows that the
EV array could have potential as a supplement in the
clinic. Because the AUC increased with increasing num-
ber of markers, it may be possible to enhance the AUC by



Figure 3. Multivariate analysis by random forest. Receiver operating characteristic curves generated by the cross-validation
performance. The area under the curve (AUC) for the number of markers is given with the 95% confidence interval (CI) for
the entire cancer cohort (A) and for each cancer subgroup (B, Adenocarcinoma; C, Squamous Cell; D, Small cell carcinoma).
Average importance is depicted for the markers included in multimarker models. TSPAN8, tetraspanin 8; NY-ESO-1, New York
esophageal squamous cell-1; HER2, erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase 2; EGFRvIII, type III EGFR mutation; SFTPD, surfactant
protein D; PLAP, leucyl cystidyl aminopeptidase; CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CAIX, carbonic anhydrase 9.
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inclusion of additional markers in the EV array. In SCLC
and SCC, the multimarker models did not exceed the
separation of patients by CD151. The antibodies chosen
for this study could explain this lack of efficiency
because they may not represent the molecular mecha-
nisms in SCC and SCLC as well as they do in AC.
Furthermore, in vitro studies in SCLC have shown CD9 to
be absent or highly reduced in 17 different SCLC cell
lines,35 just as a smaller study found CD9 to be absent in
tumor samples from 16 chemonaive patients with
SCLC.36 Because CD9 is a part of our exosome capture
cocktail as well as our normalization factor, we could
risk missing tumor-derived exosomes in SCLC.

In conclusion, here have demonstrated exosome
protein profiling by the EV array in a prospective study
including patients with symptoms of lung cancer. We
found CD151, TSPAN8, and CD171 to be highly
expressed in exosomes from patients with cancer
compared with in those from patients without cancer. In
a multimarker model including 10 exosomal markers, we
were able to make a fair separation of AC and noncancer,
demonstrating the promising perspectives of exosome
protein profiling as a biomarker. This needs to be vali-
dated in an independent cohort. Further optimization of
the EV array to include SCC- and SCLC-related markers is
needed to fully incorporate exosome protein profiling in
a diagnostic setting.
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